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About This Game

Quip Anomaly is a deep space dodge 'em up game. Guide Virnu to dodge hazards, acquire research, and obtain power ups. As
you unlock each level, you will learn more about Virnu and her story.

Features

1.  Play 34 Levels of increasing difficulty

2.  Endure as long as you can in Endless mode

3.  Move with accurate space physics-based movement

4.  Screen-edge arrows indicate direction of incoming

5.  Avoid 3 enemy types

6.  Leverage 3 types of special defense

7.  Hear voice over for the story and reactions

8.  Listen to original music and sound effects
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9.  Compete with others on the online leaderboard

Gameplay

The game is played in 2D though some visual effects are in 3D. Click where you want to go and Virnu will accelerate/decelerate
to arrive at that location. Hazards will come from all directions. Indicators at the edges of the screen will show which direction
items are traveling off-screen to help you avoid or obtain them. Use the number keys 1,2,3 to activate power ups after you have

obtained them.

Virnu's trajectory is calculated with Newtonian physics. There may seem to be a delay before Virnu moves, especially if she has
to overcome existing velocity.

Setting

Quip Anomaly takes place shortly after the dark ages of the universe. In this volatile time of new and emerging stars, a
particularly curious nebula had within it a unique and confusing anomaly.

The player character Virnu is a Quip, which are sentient spheroid entities that travel freely through space. They consist of a
"quantum brain" surrounded by an aura that provides sensory input and propulsion.

Virnu is a curious but timid scholar. The game begins after she enters the spatial anomaly. There she discovers this place is not
only enigmatic, it's downright hostile.
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A beautiful looking game with clever puzzles. It's always a joy to find a fun game that doesn't require killing or blowing things
up. I was initally disappointed with the lack of key customization, but the developers are very receptive to feedback and are
constantly updating the game in response to player input.

10/10 would buy again.. OH GOD THE RAAAAAAAGE
but otherwise a very ingenious, puzzling, and overall highly BADASS game. 4/5.
would've been higher if not for all that RAAAAAAAGE. you can be a ninja, a sumo champion, there are so many ways you can
play this game, and all of them are amazing. my fave thing to do, pick an enemy up, then catapult him into the air, where he
collides with his buddy, killing them both. PURE. AWESOME.. GAMEPLAY
Drawn: The Painted Tower has you exploring a mysterious tower whose environments are presented as a series of screens that
don't have animated objects within. You solve puzzles and explore by using your cursor to hover over key points of interest and
to interact with objects. There are pictures or areas within pictures and puzzles are presented with virtually no text or, at the very
most, a few cryptic clues to give you a vague idea of what to do. Your ultimate aim is to reach the top. There is a trial and error
feel about the game but it gives the player a decent enough workout for the brain.

PRESENTATION & DESIGN
Drawn: The Painted Tower is a moody, atmospheric game which is put across immediately by its eerie main-menu. To sombre
and mournful tones, a choir sings gentle choral notes in the background as if in a peaceful monastery. We also see the stone
carving of Iris - the protagonist of the story - appear before us in a sad, pale turquoise colour. All of which sets a suitable tone
adding to the mystery and dark nature of the game which has an almost dream-like quality. It's more of an adventure game than
a hidden object game and like many adventure games doesn't tell you how far you've progressed or how far you have to go.
Although there are objectives to fulfil and it keeps you informed, there are no records kept or tabs kept on chapters. When you
fire up the game, you're thrown in immediately from where you finished the previous session.

CONCLUSION
Adventure games can be obscure and downright nonsensical while others can be too text-heavy or contain overlong and
repetitive dialogue trees. Thankfully a few come along that seem kinder to us noobs and a bit gentler but which still manage to
be challenging enough for us to be entertained. This is one such game. Granted, although there is an option to skip the puzzles
(and there is a very nice hint system), I personally only felt the need to skip two which I found too tricky.

5\/5. best game ever. My requirements of a GOOD game:

Fun Game: ✔
Linux Port: ✔
Good developers: ✔

Optional:

Indie: ✔
Good fanbase: ✔
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Immersive: ✔. I loved this game. I bought it on sale for 2.50. It was worth it by all means. It is challenging and storyline is
great.. This game is by far an experience that you WILL NOT FORGET!!! Might i add that you will also not REGRET it in any
way shape or form. Werf, but needs nerf.

Should be free but still werf..

Please fix the WHITEOUT bug.

Thank you for your hard work and efforts.. Really nice animations! It's like watching a well done cartoon. Really good music
and voice acting.

Short at 2.6 hours, for what I paid its about $6.16 per hour, cheaper than a movie ticket for Ready Player One which is about
$8.01 per hour.

While the controls are simple, it's worth mentioning that you can use abilities simultaniously!
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Tank Universal is a TRON tank game without using the name TRON. There's a campaign where you were enlisted in the rebel
forces to defeat Gorgon and his "general" by engaging in various type of warfare, but it essentially boils down to puzzle solving
(with combat) and capture the flag (or "key" in this case). The plot is very much a copy of the TRON Legacy movie plot (albeit
with tanks) and the combat is your basic capture the flag with a couple variations like puzzles. It's somewhat interesting, but
ultimate a bit primitve. The minimap is virtually useless as it doesn't help you figure out which way you can or cannot go.
Powerups and upgrades are of unknown value. I guess it wouldn't really hurt for $1 or so.. Downloaded and expected a top class
model. Instead, I got a badly modified rendition of the IHH model that left me seriously dissapointed. It comes with Two
variants, a single chimney and Double chimney, along with two tender variants, BR1A and BR1G. Yet there is no sign of an
Evening Star version or a Crosti boilered version, two of the most well known types of 9f. Harumph.

The Sounds are absolutely atrocious. They are the basic european assest sounds for steam locos, so the same as the black five
that comes with the base version and still sound awful, as they always have. It completely ruins any feeling of immersion and
therefore ruins the loco, so dont buy this expecting amazing sound quality as it is pants.

Internally, the cab has been brought up to scratch with brand new textures and a few simple changes to some of the fittings.

Externally, the model textures have been updated and in fairness look pretty decent, well weathered to a realistic degree. But
two things let it down, one being that you can no longer switch headlamps around to suit the train you are hauling, and the other
being that the running gear and wheels are not quarterised. Basically, the valve gear is mirrored and not slightly offset the same
as the real locomotive would be, which completley ruins the exterior view for me personally. Every other steam locomotive in
train simulator has it offset, so as to why DTG decided to change it I have no idea.

Performance wise this loco is very mediocre. It has amazing pulling power at low speeds, and will keep good steam up doing it.
But as soon as you start getting up to higher speeds of about 40-50mph, pressure seems to drop drastically along with the pulling
power, so if you try to keep going you will more than likely drop to a crawl and then stop. Very annoying indeed.

In summary, it feels like DTG put no effort to change the flaws that were evident with the original IHH, and instead put
minimum effort into a 'that'll do approach'. The sounds are awful, the external features are okay with the animations and lack of
offsetting leading me to giving a resounding meh in this department. Internally the Cab view is pretty nice, but nothing special.
And the Performance is rather disappointing for a loco famous for fast heavy freght trains and speeds of up to 90 mph. The lack
of an Evening Star version and a Crosti boiler version makes me suspicious that they will be a seperate marketplace add-on of
\u00a32 each, even though IHH offered both.

Would I recommend this? If youre after a polished, top quality freight engine of the 1950s and 60s, No. Definately not. Unless
DTG updates the rather glaring issues with it, which is unlikely. Either get this in a very reduced sale or get yourself the
Robinson 04, a freight engine half the price and at least 10x better in almost every respect.
. I gotta admit that the game is really fun. Except for the slow lagging. That's all for now.. Kids loved the PotC the most of all
Lego games.. This game speaks to me. Haha! I recomend this! How deep does it go?. So far I love this game so much! I'm glad I
found it, there are just a few bugs here and there but so far it's great!!

The one bug that really bothered me was the inability to pick flowers occasionally, I have to go to plant and click before going
back to pick the flower. Just wanted to let you know!!!
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